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HUZZAH FOR MOLLY AND DIRT CAKE!!
WELCOME OUR FALL CHAIRS TO THEIR FIRST GC MEETING!!

Chloe: First off Daniel Pae and Michael Lutter stopped by to say hello
Daniel: I am excited to get started and work with you guys. One fun fact is that I am a huge Disney pixar fan. Toy story is my favorite of all time. Right now we are accepting positions for our cabinet:
Michael: Like Daniel said apps are due Friday at midnight. Interior, exterior, and a few more. We really want to make sure our cabinet is representative of the entire student body. Next semester we are going to try to be here as often as we can. We look forward to working with y’all.
Chloe: Thank you for being here. We’ll let our new chairs introduce themselves.

* Introductions *

• LeaderSummit – Register now if you plan on going!
  o Chloe: Spots are full now…. If you registered make sure you go by and pay now.
  o $10 due tomorrow by 4:00 pm
  o Sweet shirt
• Outgoing Chairs
  o Oh how missed you will be!
We did this at the retreat where we had five people compliment you… so I want this to be… I want us to be conscious of time.

Bre: Ann leads with purpose and
Dayten: Every time I look at Ann I smile
Liz: Every time I see her name on my phone my heart warms up. I have never felt so built up
Jacob: You are so sweet and kind. You are one of the most appropriately funny people I have met.
Elvie: Ann is a walking Disney movie… lots of emotions, happy, authentic, you always leave wishing the movie wasn’t over. Thanks for the show.
Chloe: Now Jacob
Aubrey: You were the first person I met on GC
Bre: One time Jacob told me I sound Hispanic because he’s a linguistic major. Thanks for always being so honest.
Aimee: Jacob has grown so much from his first meeting…
Ann: I think a cool thing about Jacob is his bravery. You have to be bold and confident to completely rebuild something that needs to be rebuilt.
Kyliee: The day after we were elected we all had a note from Jacob in our box. He does so well about making people feel known and valued.
Emily D: I’ll I remember is Jacobs smile during my interview
Alexis: One time I was really stressed out and he was really stressed out… and he hugged me. And I don’t like being touched, but it felt good.
Elvie: All I can say is lock it up… WESTMOORE
Chloe: KQ is next
Nick: I cant imagine anyone having to do an event like homecoming halfway through homecoming yet somehow katie did it and still made it the best its ever been.
Ann: She came on late and sometimes as a fall chair it’s hard to find your place… and KQ really helped solidify for me, where I was supposed to be. She makes people feel at home.
Aubrey: I love whenever Katie talks because I know its about to be so wise. I am in awe every time you talk.
Chloe: I get really emotional every time I think about Katie, I cant put into words everything that Katie has done. You created this dynamic that has forever changed an event. You have made so many drastic changes. You loved your
team so well. You played the game of politics like nobody’s business... thank you for impacting cac and homecoming the way you did.

- Kylee: I think we all look at Katie and want to lead like she leads. She leads with such dignity... I can’t imagine being led by her leadership... every single person listens to what you have to say.
- Emily O: when I think of Katie I think fearless... and when I asked about your event you were.... Keep being fearless because it has made an impact
- Elvie: Katie I think you are the homecoming version of Olivia pope. A random grouped walked in that hadn’t checked in and she paused and was like... I'm thinking. You were like the homecoming version of Olivia pope.
- Chloe: Finally Emily....
- Reece: I think that you showed a very smart vision.
- Kalsey: For me personally being on your exec I always felt so inspired by you. I have never had someone pour into me as much as you did.
- Bre: when I think of you and leading ocf I think of a mama bird. You always thought what was best for your exec and your team... you wouldn’t get wrapped up in an event.
- Joey: at the winter retreat last you we kept joking around... and I make fun of you a lot and one think you do is keep trying and trying. And I admire that a lot.
- Alexis: I’ve known Emily for 10 years and you’ve always followed the rules and I’ve always thought you were perfect. This event required you to be so flexible and its been so cool to watch you handle it. I have been amazed by how you’ve led it
- Ann: I think how you embraced it and known what you’ve wanted has been so incredible. You know what you believe in and you stick to it.
- Elvie: Emily is the Katniss everdeen of homecoming. When something is changing it is easy to be wishy washy.
- Chloe: I could go on for days and we’re going to save it for the banquet.

5 reasons why we all love you!

- Updates
- Thank YOU all for an incredible semester
- Aubrey: so excited everything is coming together. We have three events finalized. We have two more events scheduled and waiting to be paid. We have hot chocolate and coffee most days. Chuy’s is bringing food. College Bowl will be at a few events and
we’re excited. Our t-shirts are in the works. The t-shirt logo are gonna be long sleeve and soft.

• Reece: We’ve funded more than we normally do… 13 groups half have been multicultural and im really excited to see where it goes. We are waiting on the talent survey for now.

• Parker: RAOK was today… we will be doing the smile campaign tomorrow at the ball pit. It will be in the cac office. Yeah…. You must get approval for the spoonholder so… send out the food bank link to your execs!

• Alex: …. 

• Joey: Working on designs…. Use org sync now for design requests 

• Daniela: Got our first funding! Getting ready for the film festival

• Susan: Vice Chair applications are out. Due Sunday a 5. Interviews are Tuesday

• MK: Y’all are almost done with this year! Please keep sending out that talent survey! It’s out until Monday

• Katie: im so proud of Nick! I graduate in 15 days!

• Kalsey: Vice chair apps are out.. soemoen has applied for every position!

• Matt: I want to shout out at Aubrey. She has made me feel… she is so much greater than me. I am so excited to see WWW. Open house is set! There will be three separate rotations.
  o How to apply
  o Panel of Seniors talking about what they have gotten out of CAC
  o Event chairs talk about their events ahd applications.

• Seminar series is getting big changes… we are looking to pair with CORE. John Pham started it… they came to us and proposed that they would help us with it... We are going to have a leadership development conference for CAC. John is going to take seminar series and plan it for the university.

• Banquet is at 5:30

• Molly: That photo was like 5 years ago… I don’t have too much. Planning o the vice chair development day right now... Jan. 31st.

• Dayten: we met with Elvie a couple weeks ago and came up with potential duties… we are thinking of setting up meetings with each of the chairs...

• Bre: Ditto Dayten. So yeah will email you over break and set up a meeting.

• Chloe: So the ESPN gig. They’ve been here since Wed. and they’re incredible. I made the mistake of agreeing to help them…. They wanted us at a bar. So instead we have just been trying to help them in other ways. So we will not be affiliated with the bar
crawl. So 3:45-5:00 at Logies the Michigan Iowa game is then... attire is new year’s
gameday. We ARE NOT FACILITATING this. This is just so you have the information.
Questions? No.

- Kitty: Scandals auditions are on Valentine’s Day in the morning...
- Kylee: Our new logo is SICK. We’ve never been this far ahead! It’s great!
- Liz: Applications are out!! I keep looking at the WuFoo.
- Cherrish: We think we’ve decided on a graphic.
- Emily D: We are doing a lot... this is our slow moment right now. We’ve been getting a
  lot of sponsorship right now. I’ve been struggling with morale and last night everything
  kind of clicked. Lots of people want a spring retreat!
- Emily O: Thank you for the kind words! Its surreal right now... Thanks for a great time!
- Alexis: We’ve been offered MORE money for another event. We had an intense
  meeting last night. We made a list of about 80 artists and we sent out a lot of emails
  and we have gotten a lot of responses. We are sneaky when we talk to them so that
  they don’t expect a lot of money from a university. We’ve been black listed from one
  group because of Jack White.
- Johnson: Signing pink forms... going to email new chairs soon about budgets
- Nick: Vice chair apps close tomorrow and interviews tomorrow.
- Aimee: updating office.
- Silas: HSLC is going well getting our logos finalized.
- Elvie: Meeting with other campus departments to see how we can foster some
  relationships with those people.
- Ann: All is wonderful You are all in the greatest hands... Thanks for everything its been
  incredible.
- Jacob: Bye! Susan is going to kill it and ill still be here. Tomorrow night 7-8 is this
  international prom for the international advisory committee.
- Aubrey: we are going to be releasing an orgsync form soon for an involvement fair we
  are planning. So encourage your other orgs to be there!

Chloe: Lastly if you could go around the room and write a few things on each of the events write and
idea of an event you would have if money was not an option that aligns with the goals of the event.

- Planning for the future
  - Brainstorming with everyone